: Different photon emission strategies in the CAR scene. We achieve a significantly better photon density inside caustics with fewer photons. The emission directions and the number of light paths (and thus photons) are optimized automatically by our method.
Introduction
Lighting in real-world scenes produces a broad range of visual effects. Direct and smooth indirect illumination, for instance, are well resolved by the path tracing algorithm, following light transport paths from the camera. Strong, concentrated indirect illumination, and especially caustics, can be rendered more efficiently by tracing paths from the light sources. In other words, for every lighting effect, there is a path sampling technique that can sample it significantly better -with lower variance -than other techniques. Different scenes feature different effects, so no single sampling technique is always better than others. Therefore, bidirectional algorithms, combining multiple sampling techniques via multiple importance sampling (MIS) [VG95b] , have been introduced [Vea97,GKDS12,HPJ12,KGH * 14]. Such algorithms are robust in the sense that their performance does not drastically drop due to the presence of a specific lighting effect, but this robustness comes at the cost of generally unsatisfactory performance: Most scenes do not feature all possible lighting effects everywhere in the rendered image, and the additional overhead of combining all the sampling techniques -that are included 'just in case' -is often high enough to eliminate any advantage such algorithms may have over a much simpler and faster path tracer. Therefore, path tracing is currently the default method of choice in most production renderers. Bidirectional methods are usually enabled manually by the user when they are required. When enabled, they typically apply across the entire image and cannot focus only on the areas where they make a difference.
Ideally, a renderer should only use the most efficient sampling technique(s) for any part of the image. With MIS, the contributions of each technique are weighted (i.e., reduced) in a way that tries to minimize variance -but only after the necessary data has already been computed. Having many samples with a low MIS weight reduces the overall efficiency of the combined estimator, because the cost (number of samples) is much higher than it needs to be.
We propose a method to improve efficiency in one common setting: Scenes that are for the most part handled well by a path tracer but require light tracing or photon mapping to capture small but important caustic effects. A typical example are exteriors such as the one shown in Figure 1 . A path tracer can render most of that image efficiently, except for the caustics caused by the car, the windows of the buildings, and the bus stop, which are better handled by a photon mapper. Photon mapping in such an exterior scene, however, can be extremely costly since many photons may need to be traced and stored to achieve a sufficient photon density in the caustics.
To address this problem, Jensen [Jen96] proposed a heuristic classification of photons into global and caustic photon maps and used so-called projection maps to guide caustics photons toward objects that are heuristically deemed to be 'specular enough' to produce caustic effects. With the right parameter settings, the algorithm can produce efficient renders, but this comes at the cost of unreasonable expectations on the user's technical background.
Furthermore, heuristic identification of caustic casters as specular objects does not apply to complex material models, not to mention the fact that other factors, such as light source size, are no less important in determining whether an object produces a visible caustic.
Our goal is robust, yet lightweight caustics rendering accessible to users with little technical background. To that end, we propose a technique to identify photon paths that offer a significant variance improvement over samples from a path tracer. The technique is based on path probabilities and avoids the inherently ambiguous heuristic classification of objects as potential caustic casters. We apply this technique in a rendering solution combining path tracing and photon mapping. Photon emission is automatically guided towards regions where the photons can provide substantial variance reduction over the path tracer. We show that this strategy significantly outperforms guiding based solely on visual importance [VKŠ * 14]. In addition, we automatically determine an appropriate number of photons for a given scene, and the algorithm gracefully degenerates to pure path tracing for simple scenes where photon mapping makes no difference.
Related Work
For many scenes, path tracing (PT) [Kaj86] is the most efficient choice. A path tracer offers many benefits, like adaptive sampling, controllable image plane stratification, and many possibilities to reduce noise by filtering [ZJL * 15]. With advanced importance sampling methods [VKŠ * 14, HEV * 16, MGN17], it is even possible to render complex indirect illumination and some low-frequency caustics in acceptable time. Furthermore, a path tracer can take advantage of the information provided by a photon map [Jen95] to trace hard to find illumination paths. Kaplanyan et al. [KD13] propose a (biased) method to allow a path tracer to sample certain nonphysical paths that are represented by delta distributions.
Photon mapping [Jen96] was initially proposed as a two-pass method, integrated into a distribution path tracer. As discussed above, the algorithm's efficiency relies on hand-tuned parameters and a heuristic classification of objects as caustic-casters. The original idea was improved in various ways: Photon mapping can be made consistent and use less memory [HOJ08] or render distributed ray tracing effects [HJ09] . Furthermore, importance Sampling methods for photon tracing [VKŠ * 14, PP98] can be used to avoid tracing invisible or low-contribution photons. Photon differentials [SFES07] can be used to improve the quality of sharp caustics. Directly visible caustics can be rendered efficiently by tracing paths from the light and connecting them to the camera [DW95] . For physically correct scenes without delta distributions, the bias from photon mapping can be eliminated as well, by replacing the density estimation with connections [QSH * 15].
Bidirectional path tracing (BPT) [VG95a, PLW98] combines paths traced from the camera and the light sources via MIS. Photon mapping can be combined with BPT, as done with vertex connection and merging (VCM) [GKDS12, HPJ12]. Many path sampling techniques are used, with the hope that at least one technique will perform well in every situation. In practice, most of the time, most of the path sampling techniques are not needed and cause a serious overhead over a simple path tracer. We propose a method to reduce the number of samples invested in techniques that are less important for the current scene.
Metropolis-based methods explore the path space using Markov chains. Metropolis light transport (MLT) [VG97] mutates paths sampled by BPT to achieve better importance sampling. The multiplexed Metropolis light transport (MMLT) algorithm [HKD14] adds an additional parameter using tempering to choose the best sampling techniques based on the MIS weights. Difficult specular transport can be rendered with Markov chain approaches using regularization [KD13] or manifold exploration [JM12] . The Metropolis algorithm can also be used in conjunction with Photon mapping [ŠOHK16,GRŠ * 17,HJ11], so as to distribute photons according to visibility, image contribution, or in a way that ensures a uniform error distribution. However, all these methods suffer from the drawbacks common to MCMC approaches. For instance, it is difficult to assess the convergence of the image, since the path space is not explored uniformly.
Metropolised VCM [ŠOHK16] distributes photons according to their MIS weighted image contribution. That improves efficiency by tracing fewer photons with low MIS weights. However, their method requires storing all camera vertices to evaluate the target function. Also, the MIS weights for VCM tend to assign an overly high weight to the photon mapper.
Background
This section reviews the basic concepts behind our derivation: The path integral formulation of light transport and multiple importance sampling.
Path Integral
The original rendering equation [Kaj86] can be rewritten as an integral over all light-transporting paths [Vea97] :
The value I of a pixel in the image is given by the integral over the space of all paths Ω. A pathx = x 0 , ..., xn is a sequence of mutually visible points (on surfaces), where x 0 is on a light source and xn on the camera sensor. The measurement contribution function
determines the image contribution of the radiance travelling alonḡ x. The emitted radiance Le and the pixel sensitivity We are modified by the throughput of the path: The product of all geometry terms G and scattering distributions ρs [Vea97].
The differential product area measure dµ(x) is defined as the product of the differential surface areas at every point x i along the path. When sampling a pathx for a Monte Carlo estimator of Equation (1), the corresponding pdf is therefore:
where p(x i ) is the (surface area) pdf of sampling the vertex x i . The resulting Monte Carlo estimator is then:
The variance of this estimator will be lower the closer p(x) is to proportionality with f (x) -the motivating idea behind path guiding approaches like [VKŠ * 14].
Multiple Importance Sampling
Multiple importance sampling (MIS) [VG95b] weights the samples from a set of techniques to achieve the lowest possible variance. Weights are determined by a heuristic, measuring how efficient a technique is for the given sample compared to all other techniques. A common MIS heuristic is the balance heuristic. For the case of two sampling techniques A and B, this weight is:
The weight w A (x) for a technique A and sample x is computed based on the pdf p(x) and the number of samples N of each technique.
The combined Monte Carlo estimator of Equation (1) for two techniques PM (photon mapping) and PT (path tracer) is then:
This combined estimator will converge to the correct result if for allx where f (x) = 0:
A consequence of the first condition is that the samples are always weighted down by the MIS weights. If many samples from one technique are weighted down significantly, this can result in an overall less efficient estimator than disabling that technique entirely.
A consequence of the second condition is that the sampling distribution of the photon mapper can be modified freely -provided the path tracer remains unbiased. While existing photon guiding methods like [VKŠ * 14] employ regularization to keep both the path tracer and the photon mapper correct estimators on their own, we take a different path: We deliberately set p PM (x) = 0 for allx that the path tracer can sample efficiently. This approach improves the efficiency of the combined estimator by reducing the number of samples that will be weighted down significantly by MIS anyway. It also minimizes the number of photons that are used, thereby improving the efficiency even further.
Theory
As observed before, efficiency can be improved by restricting costly estimators like photon mapping to the subset of the domain that is most challenging for a simple path tracer. In this section, we propose an intuitive heuristic to determine whether a given photon should be sampled. We refer to such photons as being useful.
Figure 2:
The photon y k generated by the light pathȳ is useful, if reaching y k from the light is more likely than reaching y 0 from anywhere within the photon mapping radius r around y k .
Consider the example from Figure 2 . Intuitively, the photon y k is useful if the path tracer has a significantly lower probability to sample the pathȳ = y 0 . . . y k than the photon mapper. This yields the first version of our usefulness measure U :
With the pdfs of the path tracer and the photon mapper
The pdf of the path tracer p PT (ȳ), in Equation (8), contains the pdf of sampling the point y k from anywhere in the scene. While that could be approximated via density estimation over the camera paths, we use a simpler and more efficient approach: We assume that p PT (y k ) is uniform and non-zero only within the photon mapping radius around y k . Therefore,
where r is the photon mapping radius. Now, Equation (11) compares the probability of the photon mapper to sample the photon y k with the probability of the path tracer to sample the same path starting anywhere within the photon mapping radius around y k . As a consequence, a photon is more useful if the photon mapping radius is small compared to the size of the light source, which is part of the pdf p PM (y 0 ).
Theoretically, U (ȳ) would now be greater than one whenever the photon mapper has a lower variance for the pathȳ than the path tracer. Unfortunately, the efficiency of photon mapping is mainly due to path re-use, as was demonstrated in [GKDS12]. Hence, without accounting for the number of photons that are used, U is not a reasonable measure of usefulness. To solve this problem, we propose the measure of usefulness U(ȳ) of a photon that was generated at the end of a light pathȳ:
where N min is the minimum number of photons for which the path tracer would still be less efficient at sampling the pathȳ than the photon mapper. Based on this equation, we classify a photon as useful, if U(ȳ) > 1. This is somewhat similar to MIS with the maximum heuristic.
Implementation
Our method is based on a stripped-down version of VCM, which we refer to as vertex merging (VM), similar to Georgiev et al.
[GKDS12]. The VM algorithm combines a path tracer with the most important techniques for caustic rendering: light tracing and photon mapping. Every photon is connected to the camera with a shadow ray. Density estimation is performed at every vertex of a camera path, except for the first one.
On every light source, we learn an emission distribution based on the MIS weighted image contribution of the photons emitted from that light. We refer to the resulting algorithm as VM with emission guiding (VM+EG). We combined this approach with the heuristic from Equation (11): Only the useful photons are considered when updating the distribution. We refer to this final version of the algorithm as VM+EG+U. Pseudocode is given in Algorithm 1. 
Learning
Whenever a photon is used to estimate a pixel value, the MIS weighted contribution is accumulated (c.f. lines 7 and 16 in Algorithm 1). At the end of every iteration, the accumulated contributions are used to update the pdfs used for emission sampling (lines 20-23). The number of pixels with more than a certain percentage of their luminance from photon mapping or light tracing determines the number of light paths to trace in the next iteration (lines 8, 17-18). Initially, the emission pdfs are all uniform.
Emission Guiding
We construct histograms in primary sample space (the uniform random numbers used to sample the emission), in the spirit of [Jen95] . We implemented our emission guiding for area light sources and directional light sources. This setup covers all three corner cases of light source descriptions: delta distributions, infinitely far away light sources, and lights with an actual surface. Extending our method to other types of light sources is straightforward. We also accumulate the total (useful) image contribution of each light to distribute the budget of light paths among the light sources. Figure 3 shows the resulting histograms after a single iteration, Figure 4 the resulting photon distribution.
The histogram resolution is set (and updated) proportionally to the number of rays emitted from the light source. Additionally, a Gaussian filter is used to reduce noise in the histograms. Most caus- The image on the right shows which pixels our method classified as requiring photons (in white). Note that this does not only cover the caustics themselves but also pixels that receive indirect illumination due to caustics. For instance, the wall on the left is indirectly illuminated by the car.
tics are due to lights that are small in comparison to the surface they illuminate, therefore we neglect the spatial domain of area light sources. This results in additional bluring of the histogram.
In contrast to methods like [VKŠ * 14, MGN17], we do not add a uniform density on top of our result. Therefore, the contribution of the photon mapper on its own will be biased. Fortunately, the MIS combination with the unbiased path tracer will eliminate that bias from the combined estimator.
Number of Photons
A common method to determine the number of photons per iteration is to use the same number of light paths as camera paths (or a constant multiple thereof), in order to balance the efforts invested into the two techniques. The number of photons is then the number of vertices along these light paths. If only a small fraction of the image contains caustics, then the photon density in those regions would be unnecessarily high when using one light path for every camera path. Therefore, we instead trace one light path for every pixel that receives a significant MIS weighted contribution from techniques involving useful photons. In order to do that, we use the following equation:
Here, I PM, j and I LT, j refer to the MIS weighted contribution of photon mapping and light tracing, respectively, to the pixel j. The estimated value of the pixel j is denoted as I j , and multiplied with a threshold α, which we chose to be 1%. With α = 1%, the inequality is true whenever photon mapping and light tracing account for more than 1% of the estimated pixel value. We trace one light path for every pixel for which this inequality holds (see Algorithm 1). The result for the CAR scene is shown in Figure 5 .
Evaluation and Results
We compared the performance of four different approaches: A simple path tracer (as a baseline reference), the VM algorithm with uniform photon emission, VM with emission guiding based on the visual importance of all photons (VM+EG), and VM with emission guiding based on only the useful photons (VM+EG+U). All algorithms were implemented in the same (in-house) renderer, share the majority of their code, and were tested on the same hardware: a desktop PC with 32GB RAM and an Intel i7-4790 CPU.
Our method makes it possible to render scenes that uniform photon emission cannot handle efficiently. A simple example of such a scene is given in Figure 6 . Due to a large base plane, rendering the TORUS scene with unguided photon emission requires millions of light paths in every iteration, most of which will not be visible. Otherwise, as shown in the image, the photon mapper produces images with high variance -and bias -which will converge slowly. Figure 6 : A torus inside a glass cube on a large plane, illuminated by a directional light source, after one minute of rendering. From left to right: path tracing (cannot sample caustics due to the delta distribution), uniform emission (would need many more photons), ours (same number of photons), and the reference.
The CAR scene in Figure 8 is a more realistic scene with similar issues as the TORUS. The majority of the visible part of the scene can be sampled efficiently by the path tracer. Every photon emitted towards these regions would be wasted. Indeed, our algorithm only emits photons towards the windows, the car, and the bus stop, resulting in significantly lower levels of noise with only a quarter of the photons (and thus memory) and half the number of light paths (and thus computational time) than the contribution-guided emission. This is also visible in the emission histograms (Figure 7) . Here, the difference between our method and contribution-based guiding (VM+EG) is less visible than in the CAR scene ( Fig. 8) , because the majority of the image is influenced by caustics. The reference was rendered with VM+EG (60 hours).
Figure 10:
Equal-time (one minute) and equal-iteration-count convergence rate (log-RMSE) for some of our test scenes. Our method has either better or identical convergence rates in all our test scenes, even on a per-iteration level.
For scenes dominated by caustics, our method is at least as good as purely contribution-based emission guiding, which can be seen in the STILL LIFE scene in Figure 9 . The STILL LIFE features a set of perfectly specular objects on a table in the middle of a large empty room illuminated by three area light sources. The visible regions that do not require photons are fairly small. Still, our method is slightly more efficient than contribution-based emission guiding. Figure 10 compares the convergence rates of the different approaches. Throughout all our scenes, we achieved at least equal convergence rates (e.g., the TORUS), though most of the time, our method was significantly faster. Our method is often also better on a per-iteration basis. Although every iteration of our method uses significantly fewer photons, these are concentrated in the most important regions, i.e., the caustics.
Tracing an Adequate Number of Photons
Our method to determine an efficient number of light paths significantly improves efficiency in scenes with only a few small caustics. It can even disable light tracing altogether. This is illustrated with the simple variations of the classic Cornell Box in Figure 11 . However, we do not claim that our heuristic is optimal. We compared the convergence rate using our heuristic with multiple arbitrarily chosen constant numbers (Figure 12 ). Our heuristic is close to optimal for scenes that feature only small caustics and require many samples from the path tracer. If the path tracer does not require many samples, as is the case with the TORUS scene, the efficiency could be improved by using even more light paths. On the other hand, scenes that require the path tracer to resolve some complicated reflections of caustics, like the STILL LIFE, might be rendered more efficiently with fewer photons. However, our method adapts to the scene and is a better choice (on average) than any arbitrary constant.
Choosing the Parameters
Our approach still requires two parameters: N min (Section 4) and the pixel threshold (Section 5.3). The latter has a fairly intuitive meaning: a high percentage only uses photons for the brightest caustics. The parameter N min , on the other hand, is less intuitive. Lower values result in fewer photons considered useful. Because our measure of usefulness only relies on the path probabilities, the optimal choice depends on implementation details of the renderer, like the photon mapping radius, and not on the scene. However, the relationship between these characteristics and the N min parameter is not very intuitive. We tested different values across all our test scenes and found that, for our implementation, N min = 5000 works well. We also verified this choice in a simple benchmarking scene, shown in Figure 13 . The CAR scene demonstrates that our heuristic is close to optimal for cases where caustics only make up a small fraction of the image. While our heuristic is not always optimal, it performs better across different scenes than any fixed ratio.
Figure 13:
We placed a series of rings with decreasing roughness on a plane. We tested our algorithm with different light source sizes: directional light, small area light, medium-sized area light, large area light. The images from left to right show the photon densities when increasing the N min parameter. Our parameter choice (5000) resulted in a reasonable photon distribution and the lowest level of noise.
Limitations and Future Work
The method we propose is quite simple. Yet, our results show that it can already have a significant impact. Various parts of both our theory and its practical application could be improved further. Overcoming the limitations outlined in the next sections could result in an even more efficient and more robust rendering method.
Limitations of the Usefulness Heuristic
The heuristic proposed in Equation (11) has three noteworthy weak-points that we had to compensate for in our application. First, the parameter N min has to be chosen empirically (c.f. Section 6.2). Also, it is influenced by the photon mapping radius. If the radius is not similar across scenes, then the choice of N min may also depend on the scene. With a radius based on the pixel footprint, we found that a constant value for N min works equally well across all our test scenes.
Secondly, the BRDF of the surface around the photon is ignored. Therefore, photons on glossy surfaces are considered to be as useful as photons on diffuse surfaces. For our application, we compensated for this by using the proposed heuristic only as a binary decision on top of the MIS weighted contribution. Because the MIS weights for merging on a glossy surface are typically very low, our algorithm can still robustly handle scenes with many highly glossy surfaces.
Thirdly, our usefulness heuristic is quite similar to the MIS weights and shares a problem with those: The weights for certain effects involving strong indirect illumination are not optimal. Therefore, our approach will fall-back to the path tracer for almost all kinds of non-caustic indirect illumination. Also, caustics due to indirect illumination often receive a low weight as well.
Limitations of the Implementation
The histograms we used for guiding worked well in our scenes. However, they are not very flexible and can exhibit the teapot in a stadium problem. More adaptive representations like mixture models [VKŠ * 14] or tree structures [MGN17] could be used to reduce the memory footprint and the required number of samples when building the distributions.
Caustics due to strong indirect illumination are an issue that simple emission guiding cannot completely solve. Minimizing the number of photons in that case would require guiding full paths, in the spirit of [VKŠ * 14]. This could be achieved by propagating the usefulness of generated photons back to not only the light sources but also to all intermediate vertices. In this setting, it could also be interesting to use our usefulness measure with a Metropolis approach. For instance, the binary visibility and contribution target functions used by Šik et al.
[ŠOHK16] could additionally apply our usefulness threshold, to focus on useful photons. Support for volumetric caustics should also be possible with these approaches.
Our method only rates the usefulness of a photon based on whether the path tracer could sample the same path. While this traces only photons that provide an actual benefit over path tracing, the photon distribution itself might not be optimal. For instance, in the CAR scene, the windows in the background receive a similar photon density to the caustics closer to the camera. This issue is somewhat alleviated by the fact that we also guide based on the image contribution. However, bright, yet far away, caustics might still receive too many photons. One way to improve our method further could therefore be to combine it with previous work trying to distribute photons in a way that achieves a more uniform distribution of error in the image, like [GRŠ * 17].
Future Work
Discarding photons. The memory footprint of photon mapping could be reduced further by discarding photons that are classified as not useful by Equation (11). While our method prevents the emission of paths that will never cause useful photons, there might still be some photons generated at intermediate bounces, or due to regularization, that are not useful. These do not have to be stored or considered during the nearest neighbor search. Unfortunately, the memory savings from discarding these photons come at the cost of more involved MIS weight computations. In particular, the efficient method proposed by [Geo12] , which we are also using, does not work anymore as the merging probabilities now depend on both the camera and the light sub-path.
Indirect illumination. Apart from caustics, bidirectional methods can also be useful for other effects, like indirect illumination. Rating the usefulness of a photon as a virtual point light, for instance, requires changes to Equation (11), although the basic ideas should still hold. Combining our method with a guided path tracer, like the ones proposed by [MGN17, VKŠ * 14, BRDC12, HEV * 16, Jen95], could improve the results even further. A guided path tracer can handle indirect illumination and many low-frequency caustics reasonably well, a fact that will be reflected in the pdf values of such a path, and therefore also in the usefulness heuristic.
Adaptive sampling and distributed rendering. Our method allows to detect which photons are useful for any given part of the image. For adaptive sampling, we could update the emission distribution once a part of the image has finished rendering, to only emit photons required for the remaining subset of the image. This could also improve the performance of photon mapping on a cluster.
Conclusion
We proposed a method to measure the usefulness of a given photon with respect to a path tracer. This usefulness is computed based only on path probabilities, without any scene-dependent heuristics or parameters. It can easily be used on top of traditional importance-driven emission guiding.
We tested our method for the most promising application: Guiding emission from the light sources towards those objects that cause visible caustics. Our experiments show that we can achieve significantly better equal-time and even equal-sample convergence rates than existing methods that guide the emission based solely on the visual importance. The method can be used with bidirectional path tracing to efficiently render glossy-diffuse and speculardiffuse paths, or in combination with vertex connection and merging to also capture specular-diffuse-specular and glossy-diffuseglossy paths.
Our method only traces photons that a path tracer could not sample efficiently. For large scenes with only some small caustics, we significantly reduced the number of photons per iteration. Thereby, our method now enables us to use photon mapping even for large exterior scenes that would otherwise have required millions of photons per iteration -and likely still provided unsatisfactory results.
Our results demonstrate that the efficiency of Monte Carlo estimators combined via Multiple Importance Sampling can be increased significantly by restricting the more expensive estimators to the subsets of the domain where they offer a significant improvement. We believe that this general idea could also benefit many other applications.
